ADRIAN EVANS AND CRITICAL PEDAGOGY: HIS EARLY CAREER
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I was delighted to accept the invitation to be a part of Professor Adrian Evan’s Festschrift in November 2018 because over the last thirty years Adrian and I have journeyed together along the social justice and clinical legal education path, sharing many challenges, discoveries, losses and adventures.

Specifically I have been asked to discuss Adrian’s early contribution to clinical legal education but to do this it is necessary to also focus on his contribution to the community legal centres. In Australia, like many other countries (as detailed in Frank Bloch’s book) early clinical legal education programs were intertwined with the developing community legal centres or neighbourhood law centres movement.¹

In fact in the first part of Adrian’s career, his contribution relates more to community legal centres than to academic pursuits. However having noted that, from early on, Adrian’s actions and writings reveal a clear and strong commitment to a philosophy of education

which has endured throughout his working life: critical pedagogy. I draw this out in this paper, drawing on my own archives as well as rereading Adrian’s early publications. These were not refereed academic articles but pieces in the *Legal Services Bulletin*\(^2\) and *Hearsay*\(^3\).

I will focus on a couple of examples that reveal Adrian is, and always has been, an agitator, a disrupter and an innovator, someone prepared to challenge the status quo and propose alternative approaches to legal education, to the operation of community legal centres and to the regulation of the legal profession.

But first a little background.

Adrian studied law and commerce at Melbourne University, graduating in 1972. This was at the time that the Whitlam Labor Government came to power in Australia with a election theme of ‘It’s time for change’.\(^4\) A progressive government was elected after 23 years of conservatism. Globally and domestically it was a time of significant social disruption and change.

Although there was changes in many aspects of society, this was not necessarily the case in the legal profession. As David Neal notes, for a law graduate at this time, “options like working for a legal aid commission, a public interest law practice, a law reform commission, in the pro bono program at one of the big law firms, or even volunteering at a community

---


\(^3\) *Hearsay* was the newsletter of the Federation of Community Legal Centres (Victoria) from 1985- 1998.

legal centre did not exist. It was a much narrower legal world.” Consequently Adrian pursued the traditional path of completing his articles and he then worked in the tax department at Price Waterhouse & Co. - Chartered Accountants for a short time.

However in a move that was to characterise Adrian’s career, he took on an unconventional position. He became the legal advisor to student volunteers who were giving free legal advice at the Monash university student union. Then in 1976 he was appointed by the Students Representative Council at La Trobe University to establish an in-house legal service for students of the university. La Trobe University was a young university (commenced in 1967) with quite a reputation for student activism and innovative academic programs.

This was a time of radical change in the provision of legal services in Australia and elsewhere: the first Aboriginal Legal Service opened in 1971, the first community legal service Fitzroy Legal Service opened in December 1972 quickly followed by a number of other community legal centres in Victoria. These voluntary, independent, community run organisations offered free legal assistance, out of office hours, in ‘shop front’ locations. It is hard for us to imagine now, but these services were, at the time, seen as an serious affront and perceived by many as a threat to, the existing conservative legal profession. In taking up this position

---
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6 Law graduates had to complete a year long period of ‘apprenticeship’ under the supervision of a legal practitioner before becoming admitted to legal practice. This was called articles.


8 La Trobe University, From the Paddock to the Agora (2017) La Trobe University Press in conjuction with Black Inc; Neal note 2 pp 112-118

at La Trobe University student union, Adrian was throwing his hat into the alternative/progressive ring.

Simultaneously Adrian was studying theology at the Australian College of Theology, and playing an active role in his church. I surmise that Adrian’s religious beliefs may have also prompted him to become involved in improving access to justice rather than assisting the rich with their tax issues.

In his role at the La Trobe University student union, Adrian was advising and providing legal services to students with a particular emphasis upon assisting students facing disciplinary issues but he soon realised the demand was more than he could meet. At the university campus there was a Department of Legal Studies focused on taking an interdisciplinary approach to the study of law. Adrian approached the Department and requested they allow him to ‘co-opt’ the students on the basis that he would train them ‘on the job’ in basic legal skills. He was given approval and in 1978 a subject was established integrating this training into the La Trobe Bachelor of Arts.

This was Adrian’s first foray into clinical legal education and is an early example of Adrian identifying a problem and creatively devising a solution. He was unable to address the student demand for legal services and so proactively sought to train students to work as paralegals assisting him. But this was not just a technical skills based course.

---

10 Petersen, K. Socio-legality and La Trobe University: introducing and celebrating a broad church of ideas. (2013) 29 (2) Law in Context, 1-9; Davies, S. From law to ‘legal consciousness’: a socio-legal pedagogical expedition. (2013) 29 (2) Law in Context, 42-58.
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Innovatively, Adrian engaged with the counselling service on campus to assist him in preparing the students for these roles and teaching interviewing skills to the students. In this endeavour we see the seeds developing of Adrian’s philosophy of education as indicated in one of his first written pieces in 1978.

“On the premise that education is the fruit of human interchange rather than an exercise in role definition [my emphasis], first year students from the Department of Legal Studies are invited to apply for a half unit para-legal training programme”.12

---

12 Evans, A., ‘Para-legal training at LaTrobe’ (1978) 3 Legal Service Bulletin 65
Over a 10 year period, Adrian established a group of paralegals specialising in representing students before the University’s disciplinary tribunals. The utilisation of paralegals was unconventional at that time and is an illustration of Adrian’s preparedness to challenge the status quo. Based on this experience, in 1989, when legal aid funding was being cut, Adrian controversially suggested having paralegals rather than lawyers as front line advisers.

Of course whilst all this was happening at LaTrobe, Adrian was also the father of 4 young boys, including twins (see Maria’s contribution).

In May 1985, I commenced working at La Trobe university in a unique position as a lecturer practising as a lawyer at another community legal service close to campus; West Heidelberg Community Legal Service. As part of that role I was responsible for a subject called Law and Social Justice in which students undertook placements at the legal service.

A month after starting in the position (June 1985) I attended the National community legal centres conference in Brisbane. I have a strong recollection of wandering home from dinner with group of conference attendees, when Adrian and I got chatting about the theme of the conference, social change. He suggested we might work together - we could revise his subject to more directly focus the curriculum on social change. This was the beginning of my clinical journey and working together with Adrian. Although I had worked at Springvale

---

Community Legal Service, which had a clinical program with Monash University, I had been the community lawyer and had no direct responsibility for students. Looking back, I probably had more experience with activism, having been the lawyer for the squatters union, whereas Adrian had developed a sophisticated clinical program at the SRC. He recognised the potential of bringing these two aspects together.

Working together, we developed a most ambitious and exciting course. The subject went for a full year, students spent time on placement at both our respective legal services. The original University Handbook entry for the subject stated:

‘the aim of the subject is to produce students with firsthand experience of community legal services and a priority for social action, together with the strategies for implementation developed within the reality of client contact and the opportunities now being provided with the legal system. The approach is to link clinical skills, substantive law, research, exposure to case work environments and the technique of public interest legal analysis and strategies’ [my emphasis]

---


Teaching this course with Adrian, I learnt about the Binder and Price approach to legal interviewing skills\(^{18}\), the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator\(^{19}\), utilising Structural Analysis to strategise about social problems\(^{20}\), theories of non-violent action\(^{21}\) and much more.\(^{22}\)

Adrian’s philosophy of education pervaded many aspects of the course. He drew on the work of Ivan Illich\(^{23}\) and Paulo Freire\(^{24}\) and shunned a ‘banking’ concept of education. He was clearly an advocate of ‘critical pedagogy’.\(^{25}\)

To quote Wikipedia,

> Advocates of critical pedagogy view teaching as an inherently political act, reject the neutrality of knowledge, and insist that issues of social justice and democracy itself are not distinct from acts of teaching and learning.\(^{21}\) The goal of critical pedagogy is emancipation from oppression through an awakening of the critical consciousness, When achieved, critical consciousness encourages individuals to effect change in their world through social critique and political action.\(^{26}\)


\(^{20}\) Reid, S., *Change for justice : structural analysis and strategies for change* (1987) Uniting Church (Victorian Synod) in conjunction with Centre for Structural Analysis


\(^{22}\) Notes from the course detail guest lecturers from range of related organisations as well as legal aid, community legal centres, police force etc.

\(^{23}\) Illich, I, *Disabling professions* (1977); *Deschooling Society* (1973)


\(^{26}\) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_pedagogy
I think anyone who has worked with Adrian, will recognise how this approach has underpinned his attitude to legal education and provided the foundation for much of the work of his career.

At the same time as Adrian was working at La Trobe, he was actively engaged in the Community Legal Centres sector and the Federation of Community Legal Centres. In 1985, Adrian took on responsibility for establishing a mutual professional indemnity insurance scheme all Victorian Community Legal Centres. This scheme became the template for the national scheme after he oversaw a related Commonwealth government funded consultancy.27

Whilst working on the insurance issue, which was aimed at enhancing the longevity of community legal centres, Adrian published an article titled “A Challenge to Community Legal Centres”.28 Community legal centres in Victoria were celebrating 15 years of existence but Adrian was not about to wish those working in centres Happy Birthday, instead he said:

*Community legal centres are in a mid-life crisis which could see them decline in impact in much the same way as many males do.* Collectively and at individual level some real soul searching is necessary if the impetus of the 1970s is to be recovered by the majority of centres. The process must include the motivational regeneration of workers, the education and empowerment of the client groups they serve and the

---

development of investigative, analytical and strategic techniques at the price of lower time inputs into routine case work. [my emphasis]

In this article Adrian is challenging those working in community legal centres to adopt aspects of critical pedagogy; to work towards social justice to both achieve political relevance as well as having personal integrity; he talks of education and empowerment of the community; and he encourages workers to use not only individual litigation but consider mediation and non-violent disobedience.
Adrian did not hold back in this article – it is highly provocative:

*Only by grasping the nettle of identification with the oppressed will centres lose their Cinderella fragility and recover the idealism with which they were founded such a short time ago. If we wallow much longer in the comfort of acceptance by the established profession, or in the warmth of the wages and conditions spa bath, political legitimacy will be handed over to less conservative groups and growing irrelevancy will tighten like a noose on the energy and output of our workers.*

Adrian’s challenges were subsequently discussed at the 1987 National community legal centre conference in Hobart, Tasmania which itself was a controversial affair. The Conference had tried to confront the “fundamental issues’ raised in Adrian’s article and challenged the community legal centre movement to define its role in addressing poverty. Many of the issues Adrian identified in 1987 have been revisited, albeit in less direct terms, many times in the intervening years.

Unfortunately Adrian and I only taught the Clinical Legal Education course together for one year (1987) however the subject continued to be taught by myself and my colleague Judith Dickson for several years and many aspects of the pedagogy underpinning the contents and approach continued into the clinical legal education program at La Trobe University.

---
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In 1988 Adrian moved to the position of Coordinator of the Springvale Legal Service and Lecturer in Law at Monash University where he joined Australian clinical pioneers Sue Campbell and Guy Powles. Now he was in charge of a large community legal service and the related clinical legal education program. Although Adrian continued to have a role in community legal centres (he was on the executive of the Federation of Community Legal Centres in 1989) including continuing to offer a critical perspective, his focus shifted more towards legal education and research.

However Adrian’s commitment to critical pedagogy did not diminish. In an article he wrote in 1990 titled ‘Developing socially responsible lawyers’ he again spoke of the difference between the ‘ladder’ or linear approach to teaching (conventional) compared to the “participatory ‘web’ approach ‘where both ‘teacher’ and students interact around the context of real clients’ situation. In this article Adrian strongly asserts, ‘critical’ or ‘liberating’ education is the only method that works well in clinical environments, and that clinical legal education can only reach its full social and educative potential in a community environment.

---
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36 This article also is an illustration of Adrian’s preference for setting out his ideas in diagrammatic form.
Developing socially responsible lawyers

In what direction is legal education moving the lawyers of the next century?

To address these questions, we focus on the development of socially responsible lawyers. The idea is to educate lawyers who are not only competent in their legal skills but also committed to ethical and social responsibility.

The diagram illustrates the Continuum of legal service delivery, showing options in delivering legal services:

1. Traditional Service Delivery
2. Professional Practice Clinical Education Model
3. Client Group Model
4. Mutual Help Legal Education Model
5. Social Change Law Reform

Options in delivering Legal Services

1 lawyer: 1 client
1 lawyer/4 students volunteers: 4 clients
1 legal adviser: group of clients/ seminar delivery
para/legal facilitator mutual help groups
independent mutual help groups
Although Springvale Community Legal Service had been involved in range of community projects, these did not involve the law students. Putting his theory into practice, Adrian quickly developed a community development component to the clinical legal education program, where students would work on projects with community groups. As Giddings notes, Adrian together with Springvale staff, Roy Reekie and Phillip Somerville, were “heavily influenced by Brazilian educator Paulo Friere’s writings on the concept of ‘dialogical empowerment’ with students engaged in a process of mutual enquiry with their teacher. Adrian saw the role of ‘close facilitative supervision’ as critical.

In the role at Springvale and Monash, Adrian begins taking a key leadership role in Australian clinical legal education and establishing an international network of clinicians and legal ethicists. He is asked to assist in the establishment of new programs around Australia and had a role in convincing the Commonwealth government to fund four clinical programs around the country.

In April 1990, he organised the first national clinical legal education conference titled “Australian Clinical Legal Education in the 1990s”. The conference was held the day before the National Community Legal Centre conference illustrating the continuing close links...
between Australian clinical programs and community legal centres. Conference topics included ‘discussion on the ‘type’ of lawyers which present programs seek to produce and developing socio-legal awareness of clients.

Adrian’s presentation at the conference was titled “structural factors giving the context to legal education’. Again he talked of “the participatory ‘web-like’ paradigm of clinical teaching compared to the hierarchical/ladder like methods of didactic teachers”.

I referred at the start to my concurrent clinical journey with Adrian. In 1991, we did literally embark on a clinical expedition. Together we visited 25 ‘peak’ or ‘best practices’ clinical legal education programs in north America over a four week period. Adrian had received a grant from the Monash Development fund to address recommendations for the future of the Monash clinical program and I was on sabbatical. We were fortunate to meet with many of the ‘wise’ men and women of American clinical legal education.

These photos include – Haywood Burns at Cuny, Steve Wizner at Yale, Fred Zemans at Parkdale/Osgoode Hall, Rick North at University of Maryland, Jeff Hartje, University of Denver University..
A strand of Adrian’s career is his interest in technology. He was and still is an early adopter of new technology. At Springvale he was responsible for planning and implementation of successive generations of computerised client case management software, commencing in 1988 with the conversion of existing Macintosh to IBM based word processing and continuing in 1989 with the design, supervision and marketing of a customised client information system for file and statute of limitation management, student supervision, research and statistical reporting purposes. So as part of this trip we not only learnt about the innovative curriculum developments we also explored the latest in technology and physical clinical environments.
I think for both of us this was a formative experience. In visiting a range of clinical legal education programs, we were able to appreciate the soundness of Australian clinical legal education, however we came back to Australia wanting to establish more focussed or specialised clinical legal education programs. I developed a clinical legal ethics course\textsuperscript{42} and Adrian, the Sexual Assault Clinic (see Carolyn Worth’s contribution).\textsuperscript{43}

Around this time, Adrian also starts to crank up his analysis and criticism of aspects of the legal profession – there was a community group project at Springvale based around people with complaints against lawyers. One of his first research projects was to survey people’s opinions of lawyers.\textsuperscript{44} He also begins to take an interest in solicitors trust accounts and enrolls in a Masters of Laws.\textsuperscript{45} Other speakers will develop these themes.

Adrian was also increasingly involved in law reform and participating on various advisory groups both with government and for non-government organisations. As an example in 1989 he worked with others from the Federation of Community Legal Centres on a submission to a Senate Standing Committee of Legal and Constitutional Affairs enquiry into the Costs of Legal Services and Litigation. Adrian made a particular contribution to the section on the


\textsuperscript{43} Evans A., ‘Specialised clinical legal education begins in Australia’ (1996) 21(2) Alternative Law Journal 70


regulation and ethics of the legal profession, an area he became an international expert on – again others will pick up this theme.

So to conclude I want to show a photo taken at Luna park\textsuperscript{46} at the launch of the Federation of Community Legal Centre’s submission to the Senate inquiry into Cost of Legal Services.

\textsuperscript{46} Fun parlour at StKilda, Victoria Australia \url{https://lunapark.com.au/}
and litigation. Adrian is sitting with the chair of the committee, Senator Barney Cooney and in the background are several legal centre workers. At the time of this photo, 1989, Adrian academic career it about to take off – he will go on to complete a Masters of Law, a PhD, become a professor and author several books.47

From the examples I have discussed, we can see that Adrian has been prepared to take risks and be unconventional in his approach. He is someone prepared to challenge and disrupt the status quo. He is an agitator and innovator.

More than three decades ago Adrian adopted a particular approach to teaching, critical pedagogy and this has grounded his involvement in clinical legal education. He is firmly committed to creating deep and transformative learning experiences for students in the furtherance of social justice.48

I feel very fortunate to have shared aspects of Adrian’s journey through community legal centres and clinical legal education. In my experience, Adrian is a person of great integrity and sound values. He is someone who has sought to practice what he preaches. He an


48 Evans, A., ‘Client Group Activism and Student Moral Development in Clinical Legal Education’ (1999) 10 Legal Education Review 179
exemplar of a ‘good lawyer’\textsuperscript{49}. It has been a privilege, Adrian, to share experiences and collaborate on projects throughout your career, particularly those in the early stages.

\textsuperscript{49} Evans A, \textit{The Good Lawyer} (2014) Cambridge University Press